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Abstract. In this paper, the creation of an information system is considered, the main task of which is to provide information on algorithms in a form accessible for training, namely a general description of the algorithm, examples of implementations in programming languages, links to sources with additional information, visualization of their work. In addition, there are tasks to develop such functions: comparing performance algorithms, step-by-step execution of the algorithm with reference to its visualization. The methodology for developing a client-server application is demonstrated, the architecture of the system as a whole is described, and its individual elements are described in detail: the client part is the Vue.js framework, as well as its add-ons: for rapid prototyping of the user interface (Vuetify), for managing the global state of the application (Vuex); the server part, which is a H2 relational database, as well as a server application written in the Java programming language using the Spring MVC framework, which involves the allocation of layers such as controllers responsible for redistributing requests from clients to services that have access to special repositories that, in turn, refer to the layer that implements the database interaction interface (DAO). The result was a prototype application in which the basic functions are implemented, divided into two roles: a regular user with the rights to view content, and an administrator who has the ability to both view materials, and create, edit and delete them; as well as directions for the further development of this information system, including for educational purposes.
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1 Introduction

The internet and the World Wide Web today contain many useful and interesting tools for solving various problems. Such sites are notably different from ordinary information resources. One difference is the interaction with the user, which appears in the request and processing of data transmitted by the client to solve a specific problem. The content
of the pages may depend on the data presented. Another difference is dynamism, obtaining up-to-date data without the need to reload the page. The above provisions constitute the essence of the web application.

Web application development is a multi-step process. Their number and content depends on the specific architecture. Consider the option of developing a knowledge base on algorithms [1].

2 Theoretical background and hypotheses

We will go through the entire architecture from the bottom up (Fig. 1), starting with the database. Its tasks will include the storage of data, as well as their provision upon request from the server. Given the features of the subject area, the classical relational data storage model fully satisfies all the needs of the system, therefore, the structural query language (SQL) will act as a means of communication between the server and the database [2]. In a specific implementation, the H2 DBMS is used, which is characterized by wide functionality with a compact size and low resource requirements.

![Fig. 1. The architecture of the developed application.](image)

Based on the above factors and additions, we will develop a system-dynamic data management model in the Powersim Studio 7.0 application software package that will include the ability to connect and provide additional services and activities that will affect profit (Fig 2) [1]. Subsequent paragraphs, however, are indented.
The server component of the application serves clients, accepting requests from them, responds to them, wherein connects to the database to synchronize the state.

The server is divided into three layers, each of which performs a specific set of functions. We characterize them, indicating the practical application for our work.

The first layer is an interface for working with data. It is built in such a way that a possible switch to another database does not have any effect on other parts of the application. Using this approach, this layer is called a DAO (Data Access Object) or class level.

Work with each of the subject area entities is carried out by creating a special repository that implements the corresponding DAO and has a set of methods for selecting, creating, modifying, or deleting certain data.

The second layer is a set of services. They represent the core business logic of the application. This is where requests from users are processed. Each of the services performs a separate task, while it is granted access only to those repositories that are really needed.

The created application will have the following services: authorization, registration, interaction with the catalog, obtaining information on a separate algorithm, working with sources, administration and others.

The next level is called the controller layer. This is where the primary processing of client’s requests is performed. When he accesses the server by calling a specific API method, the request comes to a special dispatcher that has information in the form of a map, in which each existing path corresponds to a method of a controller, and also the availability of this resource for the user is checked.[6]

On the other hand, each method included in the application API has the ability to receive data and send it as a result of the request. In its implementation are calls to individual services, with the transfer of individual information. In the created application there are many controllers, matching in name with services, as a rule.

Thus, the server component plays an important role in the operation of the application. To interact with clients, a special API is provided that describes all the methods, their parameters (which will be returned upon completion of the request processing), as well as its availability.
3 The method and the empirical results

In structure, the client is divided into individual components. Each of them has its own fields, methods in which events from the user are processed and notifications from other components are received. They can be nested in each other, forming various hierarchies [3].

The structure of each component consists of three parts: a template written in HTML and defining the general structure of the component, that is, how it will be displayed; its state variables, methods, handlers, etc. are described below; the last part, optional, describes the visual component, can be implemented both on pure CSS, and on any preprocessor.

For working with data, or rather their synchronization between components and the server, a special extension is used, the Vuex state manager. In fact, it is a local storage into which data is downloaded from the server, and then distributed to components upon request. For each entity, a special class is created containing four sections. The first section (state) describes what the structure of the stored data will be. The second section (mutations) defines a set of modifications that can be applied to data. It is worth noting that it is impossible to change the data in any other way. The third section (actions) contains descriptions of events that may occur when working with this entity. It is recommended to cause mutations precisely from under the events, which is performed in this work. The fourth section (getters) defines methods for obtaining this or that information has the caching property, that is, the method is executed once, and its result is saved and returned every time the getter is called. If the data on which the result depends has changed, the method is recalculated. Thus, this extension coordinates the work of all components, providing relevant information.[5]

When creating the application, an approach was implemented when everything is in the root component, and the remaining elements that display the different parts of the application are displayed using routing, where a specific address is set for each component. We give examples of various components in the figures below (see Fig.3 and Fig 4).

![Fig. 3. Administrator homepage.](image_url)
As we see, the distribution of roles is also implemented in the application, according to which a user who has certain privileges has various functionalities available.

Thus, an application that interacts with the database, has functionality divided into two roles: administrator and regular user is derived. The server part is made according to the architecture: DAO - services - controllers, where each layer does its job, starting from connecting and interacting with the database, ending with the processing of user requests. The implementation of the client part is written on the Vue.js framework in the ideology of component construction of the interface, as well as with the presence of the Vuex application state manager, which ensures data synchronization and dynamic user interaction. The application of this project can be integrated in various spheres such as educational, commerce and statistical forecasting purposes [4],[7]

4 Conclusion

There are many tasks in the development prospects of this application. Some of them are an animation of the algorithms for greater clarity, the possibility of step-by-step execution of algorithms, as well as custom data sets for testing the application, along with comparing different algorithms according to specified criteria.

One practical implication of this study is the inclusion of this framework in higher educational learning management systems (LMS) for e-learning purposes.
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